true... I receive checks EVERY month for doing absolutely NOTHING but sitting on my lazy butt! Okay,
Iactuallydoatinybitofworkforit...about*l5MINUTES"peryear...yes...only615MINUTES'peryear!
I
Ieoa the checks NEVER stop gushing in... to the tune of $791,;286 so far... and I could easily
QUADRUPLE (4X) that if I wanted! This is 100% TRUE and FACTUAL in fact, I will send you a copy ofmy
IRS 1099 tax form to VERIFY it! Yes, it's now possible for any U.S. citizen to receive a bonafide "Bank Of
Americr" check EVTRY month for the rest of their life! Back in L995;I
signedjust ONE simple form, and have received an AVALANCHE of checks
EVERY month without fail... for over 21 years! Just "ONE" signature... and
$7911286 was handed to me on a silver platterl And it only requires about
"L5 minutesoo of easy work per year! What kind of work? No wrestling

Irt's

alligators, bullfighting, orjuggling chain saws blindfolded... in fact, it involves
just counting some numbers... like this. ..12345678910 and so on! No, I'm not
pulling your leg! It's so simple a kid14q!o it! The confidential funding source

to send me a check EVERY month
without fail! And you can easily DOUBLE, TRIPLE, or QUADRUPLE your
monthly checks! Anyone can do this... (even my daughter Holly does it and
has been getting a check EVERY month for the last 3 years!) This CASH is
rightfully yours and NEVER has to be paid back! It's NIOT a loan, grant,
investment, selling, garnbling, MLM, cash gifting, real estate, nothing to join,
and has hIOTHING to do with any websites! And there is absolutely NO
money required to do it! If you could use a hefty check EVERY MONTH for
working about "15 minutes" ayear... you'll be shocked at how truly easy this
is... just like my daughter Holly was! Over the past 20 years, I've uncovered
other "Cash Activation Forms" that are virtually IINI(NOWI\ to the public

is

Mv sistet mom, and me, 7977

to $79tr286 in spread
out monthly payments! Form #B potentially pays you up to $L00000 each time... All-Y TIME! Form #C
Feast your eyes on my acfua
a
and luxury cars... paid for * iJrTi pot""tially pays you up to $1041000 the SAME DAY! Form #D potentially pays you up to $20'000
ana O.op it in the mail! Form #E potentially mails you checks for
month... just write down this Digital Code # on the form: Wllq{Z
to
$11000! Form #G potentially gets up to $400'000 "wired" into your
up to $31600 a day! Form #F potentially mails you checks for up
bank account the NEXT MORNING! That's over (7) different "CASH ACTMTION FORMS!" Now, good business sense dictates if
one program flops, you've got to have a Plan #B! For example, if you're going skydiving, and are about to jump out of the plane, and you
have only (1) parachute, what happens if it fails? "SPLAT!" However, if you've got 7 parachutes on your back, the odds are far greater
sector that bring in big checks... Here they

are: Form #A potentially

pays you up

you'regoingtoachievesuccess! Allyouneedis(1)formtostrikeoil...butimagineifail(7)"CashActivationForms"struckoil! Dothese
-forms really work? Take a peek at my $1,750,000 mansion, my Mercedes GL550, and BMW 760i... what does that tell you? (You'll see
a copy of my 1099 tax form as PROOF that I get these checks monthly!) I cannot legally promise earnings or guarantee results, as results
vary... you could make less, or you could make a lot MORE! I like to sleep late and choose to work only "15 minutes" ayear...I spend my
time shtoting hoops with my boys, having tea parties with my baby girl, restoring classic cars, or sitting in a hot bubbling iacuzziwithmy wife'
If you need help with any of my easy forms, I'll help you frll them out and walk you through every step... and I won't charge you a dime extra!
re@ MV (7) "Cash Activation Forrys" will be available for the next 14 days only... so you must hurrylyourTo order my (7)
name, address,
Cash Activation Forms so you could start receiving monthly checks for working only "15 minutes" a year, neatly print
or
money order
enclose
cash
mailer,
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top
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llhe
only for $149.98 and mail to:
offoreverpostagestamps(20stampsperbook). IfyouwouldlikeRUSHshipping,andmynever-before-seenFreeie'Mercedes Benz Progra\p
that.(hands you the keys" to your own new FREE Mercedes (includes PREPAID full coverage auto insuranc"),'
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